
Dewalt DWH161D1-XE - 18V Dust Extractor Kit (1 x 2.0Ah)

Product Description

The Dewalt  DWH161N Universal  Dust  Extractor  is  perfect  for  on the job dust  extraction.  It  has a high-quality  washable HEPA filter  capable of
achieving 99.5% efficiency to ensure a clean,  healthy and safe working environment.  Its  independent motor  is  designed to maintain
performance and durability  and large filter  box can collect  more dust  than similar  models.  It  features brand new Wireless Tool  Control  which
allows the extractor  to be wirelessly  paired with another  Wireless Tool  Control  enabled device for  automatic  activation and shut  down.

Includes

DWH161 -  18V Brushless Universal  Dust  Extractor
1 x 18V 2.0Ah Battery
Fast  Charger
TSTAK Case
1 x 1m Hose
1 x Carry Strap
1 x Belt  Hook

Features

18V XR BRUSHLESS Motor  provides extended runtime
Suitable for  use with all  SDS-Plus rotary hammers and many other  tools
High-quality  washable HEPA filter  capable of  achieving 99.5% efficiency with dust  particles as small  as  0.3 microns
Powered by an independent motor  maintaining maximum tool  performance with no decrease in  durability
Easy to use manual  filter  cleaning mechanism provides excellent  worker  protection
The extractor  continues to operate for  two seconds after  the tool  trigger is  released to ensure any debris  in  the telescope or  hose is
completely  removed (when paired with Wireless Tool  Control)
Unit  comes with flexible 1m hose to increase jobsite versatility  while  maintaining suction power
Wireless Tool  Control  allows the extractor  to be wirelessly  paired with another  Wireless Tool  Control  enabled device for  automatic
activation and shut  down
Tool Connect Tag securing location allowing inventory management and tracking via the Tool Connect app. DCE041 Tool Connect Tag
sold separately
Extremely tough and versatile  to meet the needs of  the most  demanding applications
Compact  design and low weight  offer excellent  comfort  and balance
Multiple  Carry Strap Securing Points  -  User  is  able to attach shoulder  strap when in use
Unit  can be stored on belt  to  allow for  handsfree use across the jobsite

Specifications

Voltage:  18V
Capacity:  0.21L
Max airflow: 9.1L/sec
Hose dimensions (L  x  D):  1000mm x 31mm
Sound Pressure:  66.3dB(A)
Sound Pressure Uncertainty:  1.5dB(A)
Sound Power:  82.5dB(A)
Sound Power Uncertainty:  1.5dB(A)



Weight:  1.7kg


